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"The Machine That Makes Production"

Normal Speed, 3600 stitches per minute
Type 700, 2-needle
Gauges, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
Type 730, 3-needle
Gauges 6,8,9,10

The term Gauge means the distance in thirty seconds of an inch between the two outer needles

The Feldlock Machine is a radical departure from all 2-needle felling machines heretofore produced. It follows in form and design our famous Flatlock Machine, embodying the principle of feeding the garment off the cylinder instead of onto the cylinder. This is one of the causes of its production being considerably greater than that of any other felling machine ever built.

The Feldlock Machine makes the 2-thread elastic stitch and produces either the 2-needle or 3-needle double lapped seam fell so largely used in making men's shirts, athletic underwear, overalls, and similar garments requiring a strong and flat felled seam. The material used in its construction is the best obtainable and workmanship is of the usual Willcox & Gibbs precision. This is the latest and greatest achievement for felling.

A demonstration may be arranged upon application to any of our numerous offices throughout the United States. Samples gladly furnished on request.
“Feldock” Machines feed OFF the cylinder instead of ONTO the cylinder, thus increasing production.
“Feldlock” Machines in operation
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